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ABSTRACT 

We show that the notion of HZ-local groups due to A. Bousfield which is 
based on considerations from algebraic topology can be defined and under- 
stood in terms of solubility of certain systems of equations over G. 

In the present note we recast the basic properties of HZ-local groups in the 
sense ofBousfield [B] in terms of solubility of certain systems of equations over 
the given group. In fact we prove the following theorem (definitions are given 
in §1 below, proof in §2). 

0.1. THEO~M. A group G is HZ-local i f  and only i f  any F-system of  
equations over G has a unique solution. 

Systems of equations over a given group G have been discussed extensively 
by many authors. See a survey of Howie in [H]. Our present notion of a 
F-system is closely related to the usual concept of non-singular systems 
[H, p. 59]. We require uniqueness of solutions, not just existence, and that 
makes the arguments and characterizations easier. 

For any group G Bousfield defines a functorial map G -~ LG which is initial 
among all maps of G to a local group. The group LG is the HZ-localization of 
G. Many properties of LG are given in [B]. We show the following conse- 
quences of 0.1: 
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144 E. DROR FARJOUN ET AL. Isr. J. Math. 

0.2. COROLLARY. For any group G the cardinality I LG I of  LG is not bigger 
than I G I ~°. 

0.3. COROLLARY. The functor LG commutes with linear direct limits of 
length to~, the first uncountable ordinal. 

PROOFS. See §3 below. 

EXAMPLE. If G is finite, then LG ffi G/FG where FG is the 'stable' part of 
the lower central series of G which is of finite length in this case, thus here the 
group LG is a nilpotent group. 

Recall that R-nilpotent group for R _ Q a subring of the rationals can be 
defined in terms of existence and uniqueness of solutions to equations of the 
form X p = gforp a prime in a given set Jofprimes: [B-K, V, 2.6]. Namely, i f J  
is any set of primes R -- ode[ J -  1], then a nilpotent group Nis R-nilpotent if and 
only if it is uniquely J-divisible (i.e. for each p E J  the p-power map 
( )P: G --- G is a bijection). 

Here a characterization of HZ-local groups, and more generally HR- 
local groups for R c_ Q, is given in similar terms (see 1.3). The same 
line of thoughts can be carried also for the field R ffi ~ / p ~  ffi ~p but 

the details are more complicated and will not be given here (compare 
[B-K, vI, 3.5(ii)1). 

Furthermore, a similar statement can be made about localization of modules 
over certain rings. This generalizes Bousfield's localization since one is not 
restricted to work with modules over group rings and can consider more 
general rings. An interesting corollary is an independent totally algebraic 
construction of the Bousfield localization of a group as an obvious "algebraic 
closure" construction that adjoins unique solutions to all the appropriate 
equations. Another consequence that will not be proven here is that the length 
of the lower central series of LG for any G is bounded by the first limit ordinal 
with eardinality G~,. 

I~RVAI~ PROeLEM. It is an open question whether for any group G 
and for any non-singular system of equations over it [Howie] there is an 
overgroup H with G c_ H in which the system has a solution. It clearly follows 
from (0.1) that: 

0.4. COROLLARY. I f  the canonical map G--,LG is injective then the 
Kervaire conjecture holds for systems of  equations with determinant + 1 over G 
(see 1.2 below). 
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1. Systems of equations and local groups 

Our main result 0.1 identifies the class of UFS-groups with that of  Bousfield 
local groups; let us define these terms: 

Recall that a group L is HZ-local in the sense of Bousfield (or just local) 
if it behaves as follows: For a map of groups f :  G ~ H, i f  f induces an 

isomorphism on the abelianization abf : abG ~ abH, where abG ffi G/[G, G], 
and induces an onto map on the second homology H2(f):H2(G, ~ ) ~  
112(1t, ~) ,  then f induces a set isomorphism f *  between the sets of all 

maps f * : m a p ( H , L ) ~  map(G,L).  A similar definition is given by 
Bousfield for any commutative ring R where instead of abG, abH etc. 
one takes the first homology with coefficients in R and similarly one 
considers the map induced by f on the second homology with coefficient 
i n R .  

We now describe the systems of equations we have in mind and then give 
several important cases where these systems have unique solutions. 

1.1. DEFINITION. A F-system of equations over a group G is a (possibly 
infinite) set of equations of the form 

X, = ga. Ca(Xp,, . . . , Xp.) 

for a ~ I ,  ~8i -- Pi(a), in the unknowns Xa, where ganG and Ca is a product of 
(high order) commutators in the Xp, and elements of G and where we have 
exactly one equation for each X~ (~EI).  Equivalently we can just say that 
g~. Ca (Xp, . . . . .  Xp.) is a word in the elements of G and the symbols Xp, in which 
the total degree of Xp, is 0. 

A group G is F-soluble if every F-system of equations has a solution X~ ffi aa 
for some elements a~ ~ G. It is uniquely F-soluble (UFS) if every F-system has 
a unique solution. 

Similarly one defines a F-soluble map f :  G ~ H to be a map of groups such 
that for every F-system S of equations over G, every solution of its image f (S)  
over H has a lifting to a solution of S in G. Thus i f H  = {e} we recover the 
notion ofF-soluble group. Again if the lifting of solutions is unique we say that 
the map f i s  uniquely F-soluble (UFS). 

1.2. EXAMPLE. The system x = g [ x , h ] - - g x h x - ~ h  -~ is a F-system of 
single equation over any group G with g, h E G. 

REMARK. If {E~} is a finite system of equations over a group G, then it is 
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equivalent to a finite F-system if and only if the associated matrix of total 
exponents has _ 1 as a determinant, in other words if the system has a unique 
solution over the abelianization of G. 

It is not hard to check that for any group G any F-system has a 
(unique) solution if and only if any F-system with only countable number of 
equations (and thus of unknowns) has a (unique) solution: Suppose the latter. 
Take any system S of equations. To construct a solution we exhaust this system 
by a transfinite induction: Pick any variable X0o, in its equation X0o = 
gooC(Xl~ . . . .  ,X~,) there are a finite number of variables Xn, . . . ,X~n;  
in the equation of XI~ there are again a finite number of new variables 
etc. Therefore we have a countable subset of S which is a F-system with 

the equations of X00 in it. By assumption it has a (unique) solution. Sub- 
stitute this solution into all the equations of S whenever the unknowns 
X U appear in them. Notice that after this substitution the set of equa- 
tions still form of F-system. Pick a new unknown different from ~ j  and 
continue the procedure by transfinite induction to solve (uniquely) all the 
equations in S. 

As a corollary we get a construction of the Bousfield localization of a group 
as an algebraic closure as well as 0.2 and 0.3 (see 3.1): 

1.3. COROLLARY. The localization functor G - , L G  is identical with the 
obvious F-dosure functor. 

Moreover one has (see 3.5) 

1.4. THEORFM. A map of  groups G-- ,H is HZ-local in the sense of  
Bousfield i f  and only i f  it is UFS. 

1.5. HR-localizations. Given a subring R of the rationals Q, it is deter- 
mined by the set J of primes p for which p-~ -- 1/p~R.  A FJ-system of  
equations for such a set J is a system of the form X~" = ga" Ca (Xpl, . . . ,  Xp,) 
where a, fli, ga are as above and Pa E J. 

The corresponding statement to Bousfield's [B-K, V, 2.6] is (see 3.5): 

1.6. THeOReM. A group G is HR-local i f  and only i f  any F J-system has a 
unique solution, similarly, a map G --, H is HR-local i f  and only i f  it is UFS 
with respect to any F-systems of  equations over G. 

1.7. EXAMPLES. (i) E v e r y  abelian group is dearly uniquely F-soluble since 
in such a group C(Xp) -- 1, so the above system has a unique solution Xa = ga. 
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(ii) Any product of UFS-groups is UFS: The direct product of solutions is a 

solution. 
(iii) If E is the equalizer of two maps f ,  g:  A =* B between two UFS-groups 

A and B, then E is also UFS. This follows easily from uniqueness: A F-system 
over E has a solution over A. The maps f ,  g must carry this solution to the same 
unique solution over B so that solution comes from E. Uniqueness follows 
from uniqueness in A. 

(iv) It follows from (ii), (iii) that any inverse limit over an arbitrary diagram 
of  UFS-groups is UFS. 

(v) Let C ~ , E -~ B be a central extension of groups. Then E is UFS if and 
only i fB is UFS. I fa  set of primes J is  involved (1.5) then we must assume that 
C is uniquely p-divisible for any p E J, to assure that any F J-system has a 
unique solution in E if that is the case for B. 

PRooF oF (v). Assume B is UFS. Let Xa - ea OJa (Xp) be a F-system over E. 
Reducing mode C we get a system Xa ffi ~a ~a (Xp) over B that has a unique 
solution ha. Each oftbese ba comes from some/~a E E  and for each such choice 
of/~a for ba there is an element ca E C such that ca./~a -~ ea oJa (/~). Since o~ is a 
commutator in Xp and ca is a central element we get 0Ja(/~a)----~0a(Cp ~).  
Therefore (ca Ga:a) is a solution in E to the given F-system. Uniqueness 
follows similarly. 

Assume now that E is UFS. Then it is clear that any F-system over a 
quotient of  E has a solution. To prove uniqueness of such solutions over 
E / C  = B let Xa -- ga coa (Xp) be a F-system, a, ~8 E I, with two solutions in B, 
namely {b~} and {b2}a, so that b~ -- g~coa (b~) for i -- 1, 2 are equalities in B. 
Each one of these solutions thus lifts to a solution of a lifting xa -- g~ ~0~ (xp) of 
the system to E. But since the extension is central, oJ~ =oJ 2 for all a ~ l .  
Furthermore g~ -- ca g2 for some ca in C. But this implies that the solutions in E 

of these two systems differ by elements in C so that their images in B are equal, 
thus b~ ffi b 2 for all a ~ I. 

(vi) It follows from (v) that nilpotent groups are UFS and that 1.6 holds for 
nilpotent groups. 

(vi) A slightly different example will be needed in what follows: The class of 
groups for which every F-system has at most one solution (but may have none!) 
is the class of  groups G for which the transfinite intersection FG of the lower 
central series FaG of  Gis the trivial subgroup: FG ffi {e}. 

PRooF. Assume there exists an element ~'0m ÷ e in FG. This element is 
then a product of  commutators of elements of G with other elements 
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~IiEFG, namely ~01----C01(~l . . . . .  ~ln)- Each of ~'1i in turn is again 
C~(~'2~,...,~2n) where n may depend on i. One gets a system of 
equations Xo=Co(X,  . . . .  ,X~nci,j)). This (possibly infinite) system has 
two different solutions: The first is X 0 =-yo, the second X 0 - -e  for all i 
and j since Co(e, e, . . . .  e) = e. Since ~'ot ÷ e the solutions are different as 
required. 

Assume now that FG--{e} ;  we show that if a F-system has a solution 
it is unique. Let Xafg~C~(Xp,,. . . ,Xp.); p~ffi/~i(a); h---n(a) is a F- 

system. Let (a,), (b,) be two solutions. We show that offlb, EFG for all a. 
Clearly 

a~lb,-~ [C~(al . . .a,)]-i[C,(bl .-  "bn)] 

for some a~ . . .  an, b~. . .  bn depending on a. But the word on the right can be 
written as a commutator in (ai-~bi) with some elements in G; in other words, 
after a change of variables to da-~ a:-~ba we can write d~--6" ( ~ . .  " 4 )  for 
each a. This means in particular that d .E  F. Now if for some/~, ap ~ bp or 
dp ÷ e, we get a contradiction to FG =- {e}. 

The final example of UFS-group is given by: 

1.8. PROPOSITION. Any Bousfield local group is UFS. 

PROOF. This is immediate from a theorem of Bousfield [B, 3.10], that 
every Bousfield local group can be obtained from the trivial group {e} by 
repeated applications of inverse limits and central extension, possibly trans- 
finitely many times; now apply to 1.7(iv), (v). 

1.9. UFS-maps. Neither injections or surjeetions of groups are, in general, 
UFS- maps for obvious reasons. An interesting example of  a UFS-inclusion is 
the inclusion PG ~ G of the maximal perfect subgroup of  any group G into 
G. Any solution to a F-system which does not come from PG contradicts the 
maximality of PG. Notice also that the kernel of any UFS-map G --- H is a 
UFS-group, since the image of a F-system over the kernel will always have the 
trivial solution over {e} ~ H. 

Similarly, any map between two UFS-groups is of course a UFS-map. In 
fact all the properties given in [B] of  HZ-local maps are easily proved to hold 
for UFS-maps and therefore they are immediate from (1.4) above. In general, 
we shall see that any inclusion G ~-, H can be factored to G ~-. G ~ , H 
where the second map is UFS and the first induces a surjection on the 
abelianizations abG --, ab(J. 
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. 

PROOP OF 1.3. We now give a proof of 1.3. It relays heavily on [B] and 
therefore on certain topological arguments used there. 

We begin with a reminder of HZ-closures [B]. If G c_ H a subgroup, 
then one considers the largest subgroup G with G _ G _ H such that the 
inclusion G _  G induces surjection abG-~abG on the abelianizations. 
Such a subgroup always exists uniquely and it is called the HZ-closure of 

G i n H .  
This .construction generalizes the construction of the maximal perfect 

subgroup PG c_ G. The HZ-closure of the trivial group {e} inside any group G 
is clearly PG. We shall see immediately that in general the inclusion G _ His  a 
UFS-map. 

We say that a map f :  G -~His  HZ-closed flits image f(G) is HZ-closed in 
H, i.e. equal to its H Z  closure in H. 

Given any map f :  G -~Hwe can factor it through the HZ- closure ofj[G) in 
H. This HZ-closure operation on subgroups and maps can be described in 
terms of solutions to F-systems of equations as follows: 

2.2. PROPOSITION. Let G c_ H be an inclusion o f  groups. Then the HZ- 

closure (~ c_ H is the F-closure o f  G in H, namely, it is a subgroup ~r o f  H 

consisting o f  all solutions in H to F-systems o f  equations over G. 

PROOF. The set (~ of all solutions in H to all F-equations over G 
forms a subgroup of H that includes G: If x~ =a~ are components in a 

solution to two F-systems E~ ( / - - l ,  2), then we add the obvious product 
equation z =x~.x2 . . . .  to the disjoint union of the two F-systems and 
get a F-equation with z -- a, a2 a component to a solution of a F-system. Notice 
that a product of two F-equations is a F-equation and so is the inverse. We first 
show that t~ C_ G, for this it is enough to show that abG ~ ab~ is a surjection. 
This is clear since, if h E(~ c_ H, it can be written as a product of 
IL (ga" Ca (&, . - .  gp.)), where g~ E G; &, E H. Thus IL [ g~ ] maps to [h ], where 
[a] denotes the class of a ~ G, in abG. Now we show that for every element 
g ~ G  there is a F-system for which x~ ffi g (and ha -- xa for some ha ~ H )  is a 
solution in H.  

Since abG -~ abG , every element g E G can be written as g ffi g . Ci(gH " " g,,) 

where giEG.  Each of these g~i (1 < i < n )  can be written as g~i= 

g~C~(g2t...g~,) etc., where C,(gu) are commutators in G. Now clearly the set 
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of elements {gu} obtained this way is a solution in H to a system of  
F-equations x 0 = g~j Ci(xu) over G as needed. 

In view of  (1.8) above we must  show that every UFS-group is Bousfield 
local. To show this first note that, in view of  1.7(vii), if G is UFS then 
rG = {e}. 

We proceed by induction on the length A of  the transfinite lower central 
series of  G. If  2 = fl + 1 for some ordinal fl, then G is a central extension 
(see 1.3(v)) 

{e} --, r~G -, G --, G/F~G -* {e} 

whcre the length of G/F~G is fl < 2 and so it is Bousficld local if it is UFS. By 

[B, 3. I 0] and 1.7(v) G is also Bousfield local. Thus the interesting case is when A 

is a limit ordinal. In that case, since FG = {e ) we have an injection 

G ~ lira G/F#G 

p<,1 

into the inverse limit of  all the lower central series quotients. Now by the 
inductive assumption G/F#G is Bousfield local for all fl < ~, since its lower 
series length is smaller than 2, and it is UFS, by the following lemma: 

L~.MMA. I f  G is UFS, then so is G/FpG for all fl. 

PROOF. By transfinite induction on ft. Iffl = a + I then it is clear from the 
central extension FaG/FpG-,G/I'pG. I f  fl is a limit ordinal we have a 
factorization 

G ~ G/F#G -~ lim G/F~ G. 

a<p 

Now by induction and 1.7(iv) both 

G/F~ G for a < p and Iim G /F~ G 

a<fl 

are UFS. But since G is UFS this means that G is HZ- closed in the limit. 

Since the image of G is G/F# G, the latter is also HZ-closed. Since the limit is 

UFS, any HZ-closed subgroup is, by Proposition 2.2, also UFS, as needed. 

To proceed with the proof, we note that by the above lemma G/F#G is UFS 

and thus, by induction, Bousfield local for every fl smaller than the limit 

ordinal A. Again we have an imbedding 
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G/F~G -- G ~ lim G/F# G. 
#<,t 

Now G is UFS; by the above lemma so is GIF#G and now, by 1.7(iv), so is 
the limit. Thus G is HZ-closed by 1.6 above. But by [B] an HZ-closed 
subgroup in a Bousfield local group is also Bousfield local, hence Gis local as 

needed. 

3. A few consequences 

We now draw some consequences from Theorem 0.1 and, in particular, 
prove 0.2 and 0.3. 

3.1. Construction of  Bousfield's HZ-localization as an algebraic closure 
Given a group G one can consider the set Se of all countable (see Remark 

1.1) F-systems {E,},et of equations over G. A system E, is a countable set of 
equations of the form Xa~ = g ,  C,j (Xa~). Clearly there are altogether in Se at 
most G~, equations with altogether at most the same number of unknown 
{X~},~. We now construct an algebraic closure CG with respect to the set Se, 
in which any F-system has at least one solution set. 

To get CG from G, one simply adds {X,j } as new generators and all the 
equations in all the F-systems Ea in Se as additional relations. Thus every 
F-system E , E  Se has a solution {a,, = I g~l} in CG. Moreover, we claim 
that any F-system of equations over CG has a solution in CG: Take 
{yj = hjC(yj~...yj,)} a F-system over CG. We associate with it a F-system 
over G in the following way: Let hj be a constant in some equation of yj 
that does not belong to G. Then hj can be written (not uniquely) in CG as a 
product of some new generators X,j with possibly some elements in G. In each 
equation one replaces hj by the product of the expressions g,C,j that 
correspond to X,~ in the system E, from 6e. After adding the corresponding 
equation form X,  from Ea, one gets a system of equations over G which is still 
a F-system with the unknowns y~, X,j. This system has a solution in CG. By 
going back to the original equation using the relations in CG we see that the 
solution of the F-system over G gives us a solution of the original F-system 

over CG. 
To construct the localization of G out of CG we must take care that there is 

always a solution to any F-system. This can be done either by dividing CG by 
FCG using 1.7(vii) above or by adding new relations to CG identify- 
ing all different solutions of a given system. We claim that the group 
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UG -- CG/FG is exactly the Bousfield localization LG of G. It is clear that UG 
is local, since any equation over UG has at most one solution and, being a 
quotient of CG, it has at least one solution obtained from any solution to any 
lifting of the F-system to CG itself, so UG is a UFS group and by 0.1 it is an 
HZ-local group. 

3.2. PROPOSITION. The map u : G ~ UG defined above is naturally the 
same as the HZ-localization map from (0.2). 

PROOF. Claim. Given any map f :  G ~ A  to an HZ-local group A there 
is a unique map g:  UG--*A such that gu --f .  Since FA = {e } it is enough 
to get a map g:  CG --* A. Now, given an unknown X~ in CG we take g(X,j) to 
be the j-component a,j of the unique solution in A to the system of equations 
E, E ~ .  We can extend this map to the free product G • F of G with the free 
group F ffi F(X,j) generated by all the unknowns Xaj and, since all the relations 
in CG as a quotient of G • F are satisfied in A, there is a unique extension ofg 
to CG. It is clear that any homomorphism l: CG --. H commuting with the 
maps from G must carry (Xaj) to the unique solution of E,,  otherwise there 
would be more than one solution in A to the image of the system E, in A, but A 
is UFS by 0.1. 

3.3. PROOF OF 0.3. Let G be an infinite group. In 3.1, for a fixed a, the 
cardinality of the set {X,¢ } of variables is of course at most the eardinality of G 
raised to the power Ro since there are only I G I possible finite words involving 
the elements of G and a countable set of variables (X~l, X,a,.. .) which, by 
Remark 1.1, is all we need. Therefore there are at most IId<®lGI possible 
countable F-systems of equations over G, involving altogether at most the said 
number of unknowns. 

Now by Proposition 3.2 we get the desired result. 

3.4. PROOF OF 0.4. Let Go ~ Gt . . . .  --* G, . . . .  be a direct system of 
groups of length cot. We claim that there is an isomorphism: 

El: U(oli<_~, G , ) ~  ]i<~, UGo. 

To see that lin~ UGo is UFS let Eo be a F-system over the limit, then it b 
already well defined over UGp for some fl <cot since [El <col, so E, has a 
solution in UGp, thus in the limit. Uniqueness follows similarly. So we have the 
map [1 as above. 
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The inverse to ~ is induced from the maps Uia : UGa ~ U lirq G,, obtained 
from applying U to the natural map of G, to the limit group. It is straight- 
forward to check that one gets a two-sided inverse to fl. 

3.5. HR-localizations and UFS-map 
It is straightforward to check that all our arguments work with minimal 

changes in the case of localizations with respect to subrings of  the rationals, 
and in the relative case of  1.4 and 1.6. We omit the details for the sake of  
brevity. [] 
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